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This course explores cultural diplomacy (CD), broadly understood: the exchange of performances and ideas across state borders with the intention of building political influence. We consider the theory and practice of cultural diplomacy in several contexts. To begin with, we explore the current prominence of the culture concept in international affairs, considering both its useful ambiguities and its limitations as an analytical tool. Then we consider diplomacy itself as a kind of cultural performance. Next we look at the historical context in which state-sponsored CD took shape in the twentieth century, followed by the rise of alternatives to the Cold War model, emerging from both postcolonial and domestic resistance. In this context, nonstate actors and grassroots groups began to conduct their own forms of CD. Finally we look at the recent revitalization and reshapings of both state and non-state CD in response to consumer capitalism, the globalization of public opinion, new media, and geopolitical shifts. In each case we’ll examine concrete examples of cultural forms in motion to parse the possible effects and efficacy of CD initiatives.

Course goals:

1. To situate state-sponsored cultural diplomacy in the larger universe of cultural transfer and circulation between nation-states
2. To guide you to a critical perspective on the culture concept in social life, policy, and scholarship
3. To show you how to make sense of performances in context, as both cultural form and political action

This course counts as an elective in the Folklore Minor and the Folklore Concentration, both offered through the Department of Comparative Studies: see cfs.osu.edu/programs for more information.

READINGS
There are no required full books for the course, but articles from a range of sources. Links are provided for readings directly available on the Web. Others, marked “Carmen,” will be under Content on the course site. Those marked “Library” can be found online through the library catalogue by searching the journal title. (Note that journals are sometimes in multiple repositories depending on the article’s publication year.) The readings come from a wide range of sources and some may seem opaque. Don’t panic. We will talk them through. When words and references are unfamiliar, try looking them up! But read through for the gist first.
COURSE REQUIREMENTS

All requirements must be completed for a passing grade.

Showing up-preparing-participating-pop quizzes 30%
Short writings 15%
Exam 1 25%
Exam 2 30%

Showing up. You won’t pass the exams without doing so. If you must miss a class, you should arrange to get the notes from a fellow student. You may not make up work missed due to absence except in documented cases of illness, etc. Four unexcused absences automatically result in a final grade of F.

Preparing. You’re responsible for reading this syllabus and for checking both Carmen and your OSU email regularly. I will post updates for each session under Discussions in Carmen before each class, including advice on accessing the readings and a general précis of what we’ll be doing. Note that schedules and readings may change slightly owing to visiting speaker needs and other events. Readings marked "Extra” are optional, for those of you wishing to pursue a topic further.

The Ohio Board of Regents prescribes a 2:1 ratio of out-of-class work to formal instructional time. In other words, you should expect to devote an average of 5 1/2 hours a week of study time to this course. Give the readings adequate time: some may be deceptively simple, but the details matter, and some are more opaque. Given the complex timetables we all observe under semesters, it would be an excellent idea to schedule regular blocks of time to study for this course.

I also assume that you will be keeping up with the international news. We will bring current events into discussion where relevant.

You will need to bring the texts to class, either in hard copy or on an easily manageable device. You’ll also need pen and paper in case we decide to write something.

Participating. Class time under semesters is precious. You need to be on time. (If you have a tight connection between classes, please let me know this so I can bear it in mind.) You need to be awake. You need to be engaged. It is advisable to take notes both on the readings and on class discussion!

A successful course is a group effort. Students in this course come from a wide range of majors and backgrounds and have a variety of insights to offer: feel free to speak up from your own experience and/or disciplinary perspective. Many of you will find my approach strange or novel, and the readings and case studies are highly diverse. Thus if you are confused other people undoubtedly are too. There are no stupid questions.
Finally, you are invited to volunteer a brief show-and-tell presentation if you have experience or research that is especially relevant to a particular class session. Let me know well in advance.

**Short writings**, graded ✓ or plus or minus. Ca. 700 well-chosen wds. each.
- The first is a commentary on a diplomatic dispatch from the Wikileaks database, due 1/22: see the schedule for 1/23. The object here is to take a first stab at describing performance and accounts of performance, and my goal is to size up the interpretive skills of the class. We’ll talk over our attempts in class and propose some general guidelines.
- The second is a commentary on some kind of performance intended to communicate across international boundaries. This can be a formal arts event, an exhibition, an outdoor festival, or an informational or political event that is not overtly "cultural." It must be live, not online. It can be on the OSU campus, in central Ohio, or even something you expect to do during spring break. Here you’ll be a participant observer of an event that has an explicit dimension of public, citizen, or grassroots diplomacy, and size up what was attempted, what means were used, and what happened in practice. This second performance report may be turned in at any time in the semester up through the exam period, but you would be very ill-advised to leave it until then without a good reason. Please let me know by the middle of February (if you haven’t already done the assignment) what you plan to observe. **A full prompt for this assignment is on Carmen under Dropbox.**

**Midterm and final takehome essay exams**, asking you to synthesize readings and class discussion. You’ll have opportunities to apply them to your own international experiences and/or to examples of special interest to you. **The exam questions are posted in advance** on Carmen under Dropbox. Please read them now so you can think about them as you move through the semester: you’ll then take better notes and have more developed ideas when it comes time to turn them in.

**Seeking my help when you need it.** Stuff happens: if you need accommodation owing to personal upheavals, let me know--sooner rather than later--and we will find a way to help you manage the course. If I hear on the last day of class that you’ve been in crisis, there is nothing I can do.

More generally, if you find yourself confused or concerned about material in the course, approaches and assignments, my feedback, or my intermittently legible handwriting, please come to office hours or approach me after class--again, sooner rather than later. Often a few words can clarify the situation and keep a small problem from ballooning. Of course you are also welcome to come talk further about issues that interest you!
**SCHEDULE**

### I. The scope of culture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/14</td>
<td>Introduction. Culture between and among nation-states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/16</td>
<td>The cultural turn in international relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/21</td>
<td>Cultural transfer and other concepts of circulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And</td>
<td><em>Note assignment due tomorrow, not Friday!</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### II. Diplomacy as culture and performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/23</td>
<td>Interpreting performance and interpreting accounts of performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Due 6 PM 1/22</td>
<td>Short response (ca. 700 well-chosen words) to the reading.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/28</td>
<td>Diplomacy as performance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Diplomacy and ritual

Read

Diplomacy and memory

Read

Negotiating public diplomacy

Read


Film

III. STATE-SPONSORED CULTURAL DIPLOMACY: INTERNATIONALISM, BUSINESS, AND THE COLD WAR

Students as artists and diplomats

Read


Soviet-American exchanges: competing for prestige

Read
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Reading/Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>MOVIE NIGHT. Somewhere in here we'll find an early evening to watch Billy Wilder's &quot;One-Two-Three&quot; (1961) -- an immortal comedy about a Coca-Cola executive in Berlin just before the Wall goes up. I'll order pizza. If there is time for a double feature, we'll then watch Kidlat Tahimik's &quot;The Perfumed Nightmare&quot; (1977), a film about a boy in a Filipino village who grows up listening to Voice of America and forms a local chapter of the Werner von Braun Fan Club before moving to Europe to install chewing-gum machines near tourist landmarks.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/27</td>
<td>Decolonizing consciousness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### IV. CITIZEN AND ALTERNATIVE DIPLOMACIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3/4</th>
<th>Sister cities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3/6</th>
<th>Subaltern diplomacy 1: <em>testimonio</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3/11</th>
<th>Subaltern diplomacy 2: handicraft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| 3/13 | Social movements, international dialogue, and alternative networks |


Spring break 16-20

3/25  Voluntourism

3/27  Humanitarianism

And something on the politics of Nobel prizes ...

V. Reviving/remaking cultural diplomacy

4/1  Damage control: superpowers in advance and retreat


4/3  Revising US public diplomacy: from informational to relational
Read  Guest presenters on Ohio State in cultural diplomacy

### Competing for attention: “nation branding”


### The international event: shunnings and coming-out parties


### The local impact of international participation


And Conchita Wurst wins Eurovision---

### Culture as heritage, development, and euphemism

Read


Extra


New media and the end of diplomacy? Memes, tweets, impostures, leaks, and cyberattacks

Read News clips depending on what happens in the world this semester.

Final exam due in Dropbox

AND SOME MORE DETAILS

**Courtesy.** Your behavior affects those around you. The banging doors, shuffling in, and settling down of late arrivals are disruptive. Texting and surfing distract your neighbors and and are rude to everyone who is making an effort to contribute; they also waste your tuition money. Remember also that we will be talking about difficult issues on which reasonable people can disagree. Diplomacy begins at home: respond respectfully to other speakers, and make an effort to understand "where they are coming from"--a relevant metaphor for this course.

I too may inadvertently put forward views or use language that offends someone: like everyone else, I have blind spots and zones of ignorance. I hope that you will speak or write to me if you are disturbed by something I say: I am grateful to be made aware of my mistakes, or to learn when I need to provide more context.

**Office hours and contact info.** Monday 11-1 and Thursday 1-3, Mershon Center 104A, 1501 Neil Ave. (corner of 8th). Email will reach me most quickly; you can also call the main desk of Mershon at 292-1681 if there’s something urgent. If the office hours are impossible we can make other arrangements by email. I occasionally need to cancel scheduled hours, so do check the News page on Carmen before coming. I am always happy to make time for you!

**Grading scale:**
F. You and/or your assignments failed to materialize at the necessary minimum; written work was not done, not relevant to the assignment, or not your own.

D. You’ve done just enough work to slide through: done some reading, turned in all major assignments with minimal attention to their requirements, and been present in body and occasionally in soul.

C. You’ve done the course reading and turned in all required work on time and in the spirit of the assignment. You’ve been present in both body and mind as a useful participant in the class. Your course assignments were of
limited value, perhaps because of major problems with mechanics, organization, or logic in your writing, or perhaps because you have not thought very deeply about the material.

B. You’ve done everything required for a C, but have responded more fully to the demands of the course, both in class and in your writing. Your written work demonstrates your engagement with both the readings and class discussion. You’ve made progress in reading challenging material, drawing connections between different cultural forms and situations, and shaping your thinking through writing.

A. You’ve done everything required for a B. In addition, you’ve read actively, thought creatively, and written with style. I’ve learned something from you.

**Plagiarism.** Plagiarism is the representation of another’s works or ideas as one’s own: it includes the unacknowledged word for word use and/or paraphrasing of another person’s work, and/or the inappropriate unacknowledged use of another person’s ideas. In accordance with university rules, all cases of suspected plagiarism will be reported to the Committee on Academic Misconduct. Be careful to credit your sources appropriately, especially when doing research on the Internet (come to me if you are not certain how to do this). And bear in mind that it is far less work to write the thing yourself than to plagiarize convincingly.

**Class Cancellation.** In the unlikely event of class cancellation due to emergency, I will contact you via email and request that a note on department letterhead be placed on the door. In addition, I will contact you as soon as possible following the cancellation to let you know what will be expected of you for our next class meeting.

**Disability resources.** Students with documented disabilities who have registered with the Office of Student Life Disability Services will be appropriately accommodated and should inform the instructor as soon as possible of their needs. SLDS is located in 150 Pomerene Hall, 1760 Neil Avenue; Tel.: 614-292-3307; VRS: 614-429-1334; Email: slds@osu.edu; Web: slds.osu.edu

**A day at the opera.** The Lennox theaters do live digital broadcasts from the Metropolitan Opera in New York on many Saturday afternoons. These are world-class performances close up, with subtitles, well-acted, sexy, and much cheaper than in the opera house. Alas, they aren’t doing any capital-P political operas this spring.
but if you want to understand the role of spectacle in Western politics, opera is essential. Tickets are $22 but I will buy your ticket the first time! The operas are

Jan 31, The Tales of Hoffman (Offenbach).
Feb 14, Two one-acters: Iolanta (Tchaikovsky) and Bluebeard’s Castle (Bartók)
March 14, La Donna del Lago/The Lady of the Lake (Rossini)
April 25, Two more one-acters: Cavalleria Rusticana (Mascagni)/Pagliacci (Leoncavallo)

For more information and previews see here; more details to come on Carmen.
And some additional resources--

On the history of cultural internationalism and U.S. cultural diplomacy


Some research institutes and NGOs

- USC Center on Public Diplomacy [http://uscpublicdiplomacy.org/index.php/about/what_is_pd](http://uscpublicdiplomacy.org/index.php/about/what_is_pd)

Some government and intergovernmental agencies

- Goethe Institut [http://www.goethe.de/ins/de/enindex.htm](http://www.goethe.de/ins/de/enindex.htm)
- U.S. State Department Undersecretary for Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs [http://www.state.gov/r/](http://www.state.gov/r/)

And some views of diplomacy as a performance art